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PREFACE
This book is written while keeping in mind the requirement of the

media students. Concepts mentioned in the syllabus are explained in the
simplest manner with the current examples.

Brand building as a subject is designed to explore various aspects
of creating a strong brand. This book has two major areas to explore.
The first category deals with building identity for the brand, its image
and positioning. For a brand to create a place in the market, meticulous
planning and strategizing is of utmost importance. Without efficient
planning, the brand may not be able to survive in the competitive market.
The second part of the book explores how constant monitoring and
maintenance of the brands helps having a competitive advantage.
Sticking to just one strategy for very long can wear off the image of the
brand. For keeping the brand, young companies have to adopt strategies
like extension, leveraging, rebranding and repositioning. Many
examples of these strategies have been mentioned in this book and
explains the above concepts in details.

After liberalisation, our markets have opened up to international
brands. These brands have many new ideas and strategies. When they
launched their products in India, they slowly realised that the advertising
that worked wonders in international market were not getting accepted
in India. India is known for its rich culture and various traditions. These
cultural values play a vital role in consumer decision making as well.
This culture is so deeply imbibed that even the market leaders
internationally have failed to create place in Indian hearts. This book
also explores reasons and examples that help students understand how
international companies are adopting local flavours in the marketing as
well as branding strategies.

This book will definitely help students understand the concepts of
branding and prepare them for the industry.

Author
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SYLLABUS
BRAND BUILDING

Semester - V
Max. Marks: 100 (Theory: 75, Internals: 25)

Objectives:

● To study the concept of Brands
● To study the process of building brands
● To study its importance to the consumer and advertisers

Module Topic Details
Number

of
Lectures

I Brand ● Definition
● Importance of Branding
● Difference between Brand and

Product
● Process of Branding

04

II Brand Identity ● Core Identity
● Extended Identity
● Brand Identity Traps

04

III Brand Positioning ● Definition
● Importance of Brand Positioning
● Perceptual Mapping

08

IV Brand Personality ● Definition
● The Importance of Creating Brand

Personality
● Attributes that Affect Brand

Personality
● Factors that affect Brand Personality
● Brand Personality Models

– Relationship Model
– Self-expressive Model
– Functional Benefit Model

● The Big Five
● User Imagery

04

V Brand Leverage ● Line Extension 04



● Brand Extension
● Moving Brand up/down
● Co-branding

VI Branding
Strategies

● The three perspective of Brand
Strategic customer analysis

● Completion self-analysis
● Multi-product Branding
● Multi-branding
● Mix Branding
● Brand Licensing
● Brand Product Matrix
● Brand Hierchy
● Brand Building Blocks

08

VII Brand
Repositioning

● Meaning
● Occasion of Use
● Falling Sales
● Making the Brand Contemporary
● New Customers
● Changed Market Conditioning
● Differentiating Brands from

Competitors
● Case Studies such as Vicks

Vapourub, Milkmaid, etc.

06

VIII Brand Equity ● Definition
● Step in Creating Brand Equity
● Awareness
● Perceived Quality
● Brand Association
● Brand Loyalty
● Other Brand Asset

06

IX Brand Equity
Management
Models

● Brand Equity Ten
● Y & R (BAV)
● Equi Trend
● Interbrand

02

X Brand Building
Imperative

● Co-ordination across Organisation
● Co-ordination across Media
● Co-ordinating Strategy and Tactics

across Markets

02
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Brand and Branding

MODULE I

Learning Objectives

 How Brands evolved?

 What is Brand and how its build?

 Levels of Brand identity.

In the ancient times, materials were produced only for the purpose
of consumption and only for requirement. There were very few large
markets and even lesser amount of competitors. As population grew and
along with it demand also started increasing. People started mass
production to declare ownership for different things like cattle, timber
etc. people used to burn and create symbols with the help of hot iron and
termed it as “brandr” to be burned for identification. This was dated
2000BC. Slowly, there were things happening on the decorative
platform as well. People started thinking in the direction of making the
product look more interesting.

There started the evolvement of symbols, signs and colours. Even
after symbols being used on various products, company’s primary concern
was to produce high quality products and that was all needed to attract the
consumers. As long as you levelled higher than your competitor, you could
easily rule the market. Even people back then were only interested in
buying quality products and decoration or in today’s terms branding played
very less or no role in the consumer decision making.

Around 1950, products were using various symbols and characters
to decorate their packaging but never were symbols given importance as
equal to the product itself. As big companies like P&G, Unilever and



2 Brand Building

others started taking brand
management seriously to beat the
competition, this is the time when
symbols started to get meaning and
stories were developed to make the
designs the stand out from the pool of
competitors.

What is a Brand exactly?

“A name, term, design, symbol,
or any other feature that identifies one
seller’s good or service as distinct from
those of other sellers. – American
Marketing Association

“Brands are composed of intangible elements related to its specific
promise, personality, and positioning and tangible components having
identifiable representation including logos, graphics, colors and
sounds.” – Heidi Cohen – Riverside Marketing Strategies

Even after having a brand built for your product, brand and product
are two separate things and cannot be confused with each other. Even
then today, lot of companies are making the mistake of calling their
barely named raw products as brands. Building a brand requires
immense level of commitment and efforts. It is a process that takes time
and thorough planning.

So, how different is a brand from the product?

Product
 A product is made in a factory: Anything that is

manufactured in a factory is still just a commodity and will not
be considered as quality product as it cannot be differentiated
without an identity or branding.

Example: soap, bottled water, chocolate, etc.

 A product can be copied: A product is just qualities and
attributes and without branding, these attributes can be easily
copied and imitated. We have seen many such examples in the

Fun Facts:

The Nike sign isn't a tick
or check mark!

Originally called BRS
(Blue Ribbon Sports), the

company was renamed
after Nike, the winged

Greek goddess of victory.
The famous “swoosh”

symbol that's been its logo
ever since represents her

wings and speed.
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past where qualities and USPs have been copied and imitated
and sold openly as they were not legally branded.

 A product prepositions can be quickly outdated: The
Market is fast moving, new products and technologies keep
changing and if the product cannot keep up with the changes,
then it gets outdated and loses its hold in the market.

 Product is bundle of attributes: A product is made up of
physical attributes like quantity, quality, shape, ingredients etc.

 Product evokes physiological response: As mentioned above,
a product consists of physical attributes. These physical
attributes are successful in generating response related to
physical needs of a consumer and not on the emotional
grounds.

Brand
 A Brand is something that is bought from the stores: From

being raw material to becoming a finished good a product
travels a long journey. The commodity that a consumer finally
purchases from a store or a supermarket is a brand. Brands are
much more than just the commodity and adds great amount of
value to the product.

Example : Lux, Bisleri, Cadbury etc.

 A Brand has a unique identity.

 Once the product becomes a brand, it becomes unique. It
gets its various prepositions that differentiates it from other
available products in the market. Branding gives it a unique
place and identity.

 A successful brand is ‘timeless’: With powerful brand image,
a brand can be remembered in the market even after it has
stopped production. Strong branding makes the brand
irreplaceable and immortal.

 Brands have a bundle of emotional and self-expressive
Benefits: Like a product is made of physical attributes, once it
becomes a brand, lots of emotional values gets attached to the
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product. These attributes make the
product self-expressive in the
market and creates a space for itself.

 Brand evokes psychological
response in the minds of
consumer: All the emotional
attributes attached to any brand
help consumer relate their needs to
the brand and use of such brands
gives them emotional satisfaction.
Like if a brand claims to connect
people, it helps people who are far from their families to feel
emotionally connected to the brand.

When a brand is created, it is created in two layers. This helps in
creating two folds of identity and creating a strong brand presence. Let’s
understand what are these two folds of identities?

Extended Identity

Core
Identity

Fun Facts:

Xerox is the name of
company producing

photocopy machines.
But the brand became

so popular that it is
generally confused with

the photocopy itself.
Whereas it’s actually a

brand name.
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Core Identity

Core identity represents timeless essence of the brand.

It contains brand association that is most likely to remain constant
as the brand travels to new markets and products.

Core identity which is the central to both the meaning and success
of the brand is more resistant to change.

Examples: McDonald’s – fast food, value for money and affordable.

Adidas – sports brand, durable and premium.

Extended Identity

Extended identity represents the attributes that are added for
associational value and have external benefits. Includes elements that
provide texture and completeness, fills in the picture, adding details that
help portray what the brand stands for. These Attributes help in creating
high level of recall value for the brand. These part of the identity uses
the core of the brand and enhances it for future advantages.

Examples: McDonald’s – Ronald McDonald, happy meal toy,
offers and quick service.

Various Advantages of Branding

Competitive Advantage: A consumer today has a very short
attention span and to hold your Prospects interest in your brand and to
not lose them to your competitors creation of creative and unique set of
designs are of utmost importance. Powerful branding helps them to
remember your brand between your competitors and creates a sense of
loyalty.

Stable Asset: Like mentioned above, a powerful brand value
becomes timeless and can be carried for years and years together. Even
after companies and ownership change, brand value still remains the
same. A carefully created brand generates a loyal consumer base which
helps the brand become stable.
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Brands Provide Economic Value: The magazine “Business
Week” has concluded that brands account for more than one-third of
shareholder value. As we all know that each organisation has tangible
and intangible factors attached to it, branding being intangible is one of
the highest value assets. As intangible assets are linked to the emotional
sense of consumers, hence it mars as very valuable.

Consider that the Coca-Cola brand name alone is worth $67
million and accounts for over 54% of the stock market value of the
organisation. Or consider the value of brand to a non-profit like the Red
Cross and the importance of their brand in attracting donations and
volunteers.

Brands Set Expectations
Humans are full of aspirations and expectations and they aspire

with help of products that promise certain benefits and ideals. Creams
and deodorants promise love and companionship where as electronic
goods promise durability and quality. These promises become like an
unspoken bond between the company and its consumers. And repeated
buy is possible only if these promises are continuously met and never
broken.

Let’s understand the process of creating a strong brand for any
product.

Simon Clift, former Chief Marketing Officer of Unilever likes to
say, “A brand is the contract between a company and consumers. A
bundle of contracts, in fact.” Creating this contract takes long thoughtful
process. This process has various steps.

Step 1. Brand Audit
Before thinking about the future, each brand must identify where

they stand right now. Having thorough knowledge about your own
positives and negatives gives the brand a strong base to build the
building. To build this strong base, the brands needs to create an
extensive survey and understand what the brand exactly stands for. They
should design a short questionnaire to formulate the basic grounds for
the brand. Once the brand understands itself in details, even the
communication with consumers is elaborate and clear. Such clear
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communication strategy of the brand helps consumer to build a clear
relationship.

Fun Facts:
MacDonald’s famous red

and yellow used in the
branding are probably the

two most difficult colours to
combine. The jury is out on

whether the founders
conducted deep analytical
research, or whether it was
simply because they used
Ketchup & Mustard in the

original cheeseburger.

Ask yourself:

(a) What does the brand stand for?

(b) What is objectives, mission and vision of the brand?

(c) What difference your brand makes in the consumer’s life?

(d) What are the strategies of your competitors?

Once all the above questions are answered, the base of branding is
ready. Now, you can create a strong building of powerful brand.

Step 2. Core Message
Once you have all the positives and negatives on your desk, a clear

picture about the bands gets painted. Now comes the time to decide
what picture needs to be painted in front of the consumers? During this
step, the brand decides what to communicate and more importantly,
what not to communicate with its consumer. The strategies adopted and
the communications determine the future relation of the brand with its
consumers.

This message becomes the face of all communication for the
organisation. You can also term it as the key factor for your brand. This
stage gives brand the human-like characteristics.
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During this stage, brand gets its extended identity. Brand has to
create a brand personality. It also has to decide on important elements
like colour, design and tag lines that make up for the identity of the
brand.

Step 3. Visual Identity
The mantra today is “look good, sell better”. With a good message,

a brand should also be visually appealing. Great looks go a long way
and create an image a quality impression. If a brand looks expensive,
generally people would not mind paying little extra, whereas generally
the product inside the packaging is almost similar to any other less
branded product but the packaging does the magic. Creating visual
identity requires the following:

(a) Logo

(b) Signes

(c) Symbols

(d) Character/mascots

(e) Stationery

(f) Corporate identity

If all the above are thoughtfully created and are simple yet unique,
the brand can go a long way in terms of recognition and awareness.

Step 4. Communicating the Message
At this stage, the brand must try and reach out to its consumers

with all the above creative messages. The communication has to be
consistent across all available communication mediums. Various
methods of communications are:

1. Advertising: Print, broadcast and online

2. Events: Profit and non-profit

3. Promotional activities

4. PR (Public Relations) activities
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Step 5. Continuous Monitoring
Branding is not over just after it’s out into the market. This is just

half of the actual work. Other half starts once the brand has stayed in the
market for few years. Then the branding team has to monitor and it
needs to refine its branding communication to suit the new trends. There
have been quite a lot of brands that have changed their logo, tagline and
brand ambassadors etc. to match with the current trends in the market.

Brand Identity Traps

Brand identity is a key contributor to brand equity. It can be
defined as the core image of the Brand as Brand Managers want to
establish in the consumers' minds. Deciding on brand identity is not an
easy task it involves lot of research and perseverance. While creating
brand image is considered an art of consumer behaviour it can still end
up into major road blocks.

Traps

Identity
trap

Product
atrribute
fixation

External
Perspective

trap

Positioning
trap

Brand Image Trap
Brand image is the image of the brand as customers and other

players perceive it. In some cases, overdependence on brand image
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inputs can hijack the brand identity. Creating good identity is important
but convincing your target is of higher level of importance, if image not
created properly may lead to consumers forming their own perception.
In such situations, brand identity.Creating good identity is important but
convincing your target is of higher level of importance, if image not
created properly may lead to consumers forming their own perception In
such situations, brand identity will be nothing more than the customers'
perceptions. As a result, the consumer will literally control the brand
giving the organisation little room for manoeuvring.

Brand Position Trap
Brand position is that dimension of the brand identity, which is

used in all brand communications to the target audience. There is a
danger of limiting the brand identity to the brand position only, whereas
a brand is much more than just its positioning in the marketing
communication. In such cases, the advertising tagline becomes the brand
identity, thereby narrowing the scope of the brand.

External Perspective Trap
Progressive organisations realise that brand identity is not just a

customer pretext to buy the brand. Organisations that fail to appreciate
such subtleties look it purely from a bottom-line perspective. They are
only concerned with the pushing product volumes or margins. This
external orientation towards brand identity development shuts off the
company to opportunities that can ensure an enduring brand.

Product-attribute Trap
Brand identities that are built around product attributes can be very

limiting. Brand managers are then fixed with product attributes resulting
in marketing myopia. This may result in customer needs getting
overlooked, which is disastrous for the brand.

Questions

1. What is a Brand?

2. What are the various advantages of branding?
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3. What is the difference between Brand and Product?

4. Explain brand building blocks.

5. Explain various Identity traps

6. Explain the branding process.

7. What is the core and extended identity of a brand?

▀ ▀ ▀ ▀
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